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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION 6
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200

DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

JUL 1 A '.;

Mr. Larry Carver, President
Murray Acres Community Association
P.O. Box 2970
Milan, NM 87201

Dear Mr. Carver:

Thank you for your June 1, 2005, letter to President George W. Bush concerning the
Homestake Mining Company site near Milan. Your letter was referred to me for a reply since it
concerns a matter within Region 6 of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

You indicated that Homestake Mining company is purchasing properties in the area.
Although I understand your concern, EPA has no authority to compel a company to cease buying
properties. Therefore, we have no further comment on this issue.

As we have indicated in previous correspondence to you, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) is directing the ongoing ground water cleanup at the Homestake site. The
EPA and the New Mexico Environment Department are working with the NRC to ensure that the
cleanup is satisfactory. Currently, the Murray Acres Subdivision continues to receive safe
drinking water through Milan's public water system.

I hope this information is helpful to you. If I may be of further assistance, please contact
me or Mr. Sai Appaji at (214) 665-3126.

Sincerely yours,

cc: The White'House ''
7 Nuclear Regulatory Commission

/ New Mexico Eivir'o'nrent Department'

CLeAt
S uel Coleman, P.E.
Director
Superfund Division.

..

Intemet Address (URL) * http:Iw.epa~gov
RFcycled/Recyclable .Printedwith Vegetable oi Based Inks on' R ld Paper (Mknkmm 25% Postconsumer)
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To: Wanda Ford
Agency: EPA
Total Cases: 2

Date Sent: July 8,2005
Date Due: July 23, 2005: -
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Instructions for Presidential Mail Response Letters to Constituents

* Please Iax back a signed,-dated copy of this sheot verfying you have received the mailing In full If it is - -

, incomplete, please contact Candice Grandonat202-456-5484. .;
* ,Direct response due to constituent within I 5.days -: -.
* Email a copy of the 'response to Agency Liaison at WIlAGLCASE@who.eop.gov or fax to (202-456-2992)

* Clearly note the White House control number on responses
* :If mail is not your jurisdiction, forward to appropriate agency, and advise Agency Liaison in writing
* * If there is prior correspondence on same case, acknowledge this referral and include past responses
* Do not use names of any White House staff in letters to the constituents
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June 1, 2005

The Honorable George W. Bush
President, United States of America
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dear President Bush,

Enclosed is our latest correspondence with Homestake Mining (Barrick Gold Corp.)
regarding uater contamination in the Murray Acres community, north of Milan,
New Mexico. We hope you will read each letter carefully. A e aid before, we are
a poor community facing the resources of a large corporation. We need your help.
Already Homestake has begun buying up properties to minimize their exposure. So far
they have purchased properties at minimum expense. We realize that one strategy may be
to buy the least expensive properties and remove the majority of the population, knowing
the more expensive homes will still not have the resources to successfully oppose them
and will then be such a small voice that no one will listen. Homestake Mining (Barrick
Gold Corp.) is also fully aware that if they can just hold out a few more years, NRC will
take over the site and Homestake/Barrick's financial obligations will end. It is in
Homestake/Barrick's best interests to drag this out as long as possible. NRC, realizing its
future liability, seems to be making decisions designed more to minimize financial
exposure than to protect our community and remediate the environmental damage.

Pjease let the NRC, EPA, and NMED know that you will not allow this to happen. It is
the very thing our democracy was designed to guard against, but we need your assistance.
Each agency has a long rationalization for why they have acted as they have. Please
remeem ier that the bottom line is the value of nur propety has been taken from us and we
face future health risks. For them, it is a vocation. For us, it is survival. We have the most
tultZs7ndthe least chaence to prevail. Please give us your support.

Sincerely,

L C er, President L
Murray Acres Community Association
Member signatures attached
P.O. Box 2970
Milan, NM 87021
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'Mr.AlCox
- Grants Site'Manager

Homestake/Barrick Gold Corp.,
'P. 0. Box 98 ' '.
Grants, NM 87020

Dear Mr. Cox,

We appreciate ayour to meet with our comtffiithd'to atemipt to-clarify'our
position in your summary of that meeting in your recent correspondence. Rather than

* respond to your points, we thought it would be simpler to outline what we consider
acceptable solutions. They are as follows:

1. Drill each current landowner a well'into'the San Andres aquifer to enable us to
return to watering gardens and livestock; provide a filtration system so that this
water could be used for drinking;'AND'move the tailings to a lined site with no
potentialfor future contamination. We would only accept this option if we were
assured existing injecti6n wells are not contaminating the San Andres and that
there is no threat of such c0ontamination until the tailings a'reremrnoved.

2. Buy our properties at the price for which they would have been valued if the
contamination had not occurred. ' .

At a recent association meeting, we discussed the third option, which was to relocate the
entire community, and decided it was not viable. There are no parcels large enough with
similar water rights'and soil'onditions: Replacing homes and mature landscaping would
be prohibitive. It was agreed that as attractive as this solution might seem, it was not
possible in the Graints-Milan area.

We believe the first option is in the best interests of the surrounding community and has
the best chance of protecting Milan residents' water supply from future contamination.
We also prefer option I because it allows us to remain with our friends and neighbors and
resume the lives we expected to live when we moved to this community. Many in our
community are of an age that they would have a difficult time starting over elsewhere.

Although we have been told option I is too expensive, we maintain there are parties other
than Homestake, including state and federal agencies, that have contributed to this
situation and could be expected to help provide a solution.

We would like'to'convene a meeting in July with decision-makers fromr Homestake, EPA.
NRC, and NMED as well as our elected officials to discuss our situation. Ye will be

I



sending copies of this letter to each and will look forward to replies suggesting dates for
that meeting. Please know that we will not be willing to meet unless our elected officials
are able to attend.

We are also enclosing our response to proposed background levels for groundwater
remediation at the site. Homestake and the government agencies are using what we
realize are sophisticated calculations and we understand many people have worked very
hard to produce those calculations, but they are based on previously contaminated
samples. In essence, you are suggesting that we were drinking polluted water before
Homestake began their milling operations and so you will try to return our groundwater to
those polluted levels. Your evidence for that claim is flawed. While we may understand
Homestake proposing such unacceptable levels in order to save Barrick Gold from even
more expense, we are hoping the state and federal agencies will act to protect our health
and will reject Homestake's proposal and revise their own calculations based on the
evidence we have provided. We are quite sure those making these unfair proposals would
not be willing to let their families use water at the levels suggested and neither are we.

Sincerely,

Ai Cur -
Larry Carver, President
Murray Acres Community Association
Member signatures attached
P.O. Box 2970
Milan, NM 87021
Enclosures

Distribution:

President George W. Bush
Nils J. Diaz, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Michael O.Leavitt, U.S.Environmental Protection Agency
Ron Curry, NM Environment Department
Governor Bill Richardson
Senator Joseph A. Fidel
Representative George J. Hanosh
Representative Ken W. Martinez
Representative Heather Wilson
Representative Steve Pearce
RepresentativeTom Udall
Senator Jeff Bingaman
Senator Pete Domenici
William von Till, United States Nuclear Regulatory Conmnission
Sai Appaji, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
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Mark Purcell, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Kevin Myers,New Mexico Environment Department
Dana Bahar, New Mexico Environment Department
Jerry Schoeppner, New Mexico Environment Department
Mike Huber, New Mexico Environment Department

;Bill Olsen, New Mexico Environment Department
'Jake Ingram, New Mexico Environment Department
Gregory Wilkins, Barrick Gold Corp.: -
Lawrence Parnell, Barrick Gold Corp.
Al Cox, Barrick Gold Corp.
Office of the New" Mexico State Engine'er
Southwest Research and Information Center
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May 27, 2005

Ron Curry, Cabinet Secretary
State of New Mexico Environment Dept.
P. 0. Box 261100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502-0 1 10

Re: Establishment of Background Water Quality for Clean up of Pollution from the
Homestake Mill, Cibola County

Dear Mr. Curry: ,

As you are aware, the quality of water in the San Mateo alluvial (and now the Chinle
formation) has been contaminated by Homestake Mining Company's mill.

This aquifer has also been contaminated by the mining and milling in the Ambrosia Lake
area during the years that the mines and the mills were allowed to dump their water into
the arroyos that flow into the San Mateo drainage. This water ran as a stream to just
above the curve on New Mexico 53 (now 605) in Section 6, T12N, R9W, where it soaked
into the alluvial approximately 4 miles upstream of Homestake mill in Section 26, T12N,
R9W.

Based on my experience with groundwater flow in alluvial aquifers, the flow rate can be
as high as 200 ft. per day. At a 10 ft. per day flow rate, it required only 5-6 years to
reach the Homestake mill and Murray Acres area. I believe everyone agrees that some of
the contamination has come from the Ambrosia Lake activities prior to this discharge
being stopped in the 1 980s.

Therefore, we expect NMED, EPA & NRC to require cleanup to pre-mining-milling
conditions. We realize this will require cleanup above Homestake's millsite and will
require the participation of not only Homestake but also Kerr McGee, Phillips (or NRC
as they are now responsible for the Phillips Mill Site) as well as other producers that
operated in the Ambrosia Lake area mining or milling and discharging water to the
arroyos.

As the New Mexico Department of Public Health and the NM State Engineers Office
both had knowledge of water samples that showed Homestake's mill ponds were
polluting the alluvial aquifer less than 2 years after the mill start-up, we believe the State
of New Mexico is also responsible for not stopping the pollution then or at a minimum,
should have informed the public so that they could make decisions based on this
knowledge.



If you review the pre-1958 data in the area of the Homestake mill, it is quite obvious the
water was of go od, po'table quality. The samples in T12N, RI OW, Sections 27. 29 and 30
and T II N, R IOW, Sections 21, 22 and 26 average the following:

SUlfate 272
'chloride 38.4
fluoride .0.44

nitrate 1 0.09'
* TDS . 624'

Spec.Cond. 1021 -

*pH . 7.56

As residents ofthis area and would-be users of these aquifers, we feel verystrongly that--
athed ate rmustbe cleancedto pre-1958 conditions andbkeptclean in the future:
'Attached you will find the background levels our community finds acceptable. .(See
Exhibit-A, 'attached)'. This will require moving the tailings piles to lined ponds that are

..not on top of an alluvial aquifer: .It may also require removing the contaminated soils
below the existing tailings down to the alluvial aquifer.

* Since-rely,

Milton ea . . .

Vice-President"'
Murray Acres Irrigation Association'
P.. . Bof 22038
'Milan -New Mexico 87021
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C. Head-Dylla
P.O. Box 1651
Grants, NM 87020
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